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Realms of Pugmire, Sales Now available in PDF and print from DriveThruRPG: Monarchies of Mau Early Access! Before we were six. Now we are one. We differ on many points, but on those we agree: always trust our instincts, always reward loyalty, and always pounce upon unseen's
hem. Without these doctrines, we are no longer worthy of Human worship. - King Trillani Of Persian von Mau, the dead cat who inherited the world, unified their six fragile monarchies after centuries of undold. These cats have been raised to use tools and language, and they seek to
rediscover the ruins of Old Ones. Some have learned to use humanity's leftover technology, but they believe it is magic given to them by their lost worshippers. Others seeking to create a cohesive, gender-assuming nation of Mau agreed after years of political sedity. The world is dangerous
and mysterious, but the instinct of a good cat will always be true. Monarchies of Mau Early Access is a pre-release, pre-look at the upcoming monarchy mode of Mau roleplaying games. It is an almost complete rule book that allows players to dive right into the world of Mau's Monarchy while
the final game is still in development. Some of the highlights of the Fast Access Monarchy include: • A evocative and mysterious setting that is both family friendly and insightful enough to create compelling stories. • A traditional fantasy rule system redesigned to play streamlined and easy-
to-create heroic cats, with a focus on cooperation and action against competition and violence. • A variety of calls and homes that allow access to some interesting and interesting secrets. • Rival species to interact with, like dogs and rats, along with scary and dangerous monsters roaming
the landscape. WILL YOU TRUST YOUR INSTINCTS? Mau's monarchy is tracking based on our cats to Pugmire, set in the cat monarchy adjacent to the dog kingdom. Also available: Monarchies of Mau Wallpaper! Before we were six. Now we are one. We differ on many points, but on
those we agree: always trust our instincts, always reward loyalty, and always pounce upon unseen's hem. Without these doctrines, we are no longer worthy of Human worship. - King Trillani Of Persian von Mau, the dead cat who inherited the world, unified their six fragile monarchies after
centuries of undold. A selection of electronic wallpaper files that feature collage art from Monarchies of Mau. ◀ Revisiting The Code [Hunter: The Vigil] Storytellers Vault is now open! ▶ more backers love love rulebook Pre-
order,extra_id:45030,master:true,option_1_value:,option_2_value:,option_3_value:,hidden:false},variants:[{id:214667,price:45.0,name:Pugmire rulebook Pre-order,extra_id:45030,master:true,option_1_value:,option_2_value:,option_3_value:,hidden:false}],follow_up_questions:
[],gallery_images:[{id:39389,image:{url: thumbnail:{url: ,medium:{url: ,large:{url: ,legacy_square_thumb:{url: },project_id:4306,height:306,width:234,name:Book_20Cover.png}]},{id:45031,name :Pugmire Screen Pre-Order,description:The Pugmire Gamemaster's Screen is a sturdy three-panel
screen featuring the beautiful collage of Pugmire art on the outer side, and on the inside there's a selection of charts and other info to make the Gamemaster's job a little bit easier. Chỉ có sẵn cho Add-on để cam kết bao gồm các cuốn sách Pugmire vật
lý.,giá:20.0,international_fee:0.0,image_url: 6/Screen_large.png,master_id:214668,option_1_name:,option_2_name:,option_3_name:,limit_per_backer:null,extra_shipping_fees:[],formatted_price:$20.00,truncated_description:Màn hình của Pugmire Gamemaster là một màn hình ba tấm
mạnh mẽ more »,thumb_url: large_thumb_url: requires_address:true,grouped_shipping_fees:[],category_name:,backer_love_count_phrase 69 người ủng hộ thích nó!,display_retail_price:null,retail_price:null,featured:false,stretch_goal_target
:null,stretch_goal_progress:null,backer_love_count:69,line_items_ordered_count:70,met_stretch_goal:false,master_variant:{id:214668,price:20.0,name:Pugmire Screen Pre-Order,extra_id:45031,master:true,option_1_value:,option_2_value:,option_3_value:,hidden:false},variants:
[{id:214668,price:20.0,name:Pugmire Screen Dice Set Pre-Order,description:The Pugmire Dice Set is a set of seven white bone dice: two d20s with special Pugmire symbols in place of twenty, and dead 12, 10, 8, 6, and 4. Dogs love bones! Only available for Add-on to commit to containing
the book Pugmire physics.,price:10.0,international_fee:0.0.image_url: 34acf001ed/Dice_1__large.jpg,master_id:214669.option_1_name:option_2_name:option_3_name:limit_per_backer:null,extra_shipping_fees:[],formatted_price:$10,000,truncated_description:The Pugmire Dice Set is a
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and Conditions for easy reference at the table, as well as cards for Initiative tracking. Only available for Add-ons for commitments containing physical pugmire Play Aid Cards: Over 150 cards feature Tricks, Spells, and conditions for easy reference... more »,thumb_url: large_thumb_url:
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sinh động, pin-backed 1 nút, không cloisonne hoặc men răng. Only available for Add-ons for commitments containing the book Pugmire Physics.,price:15.0,international_fee:0.0.image_url:
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roleplaying setting returns in not just one, but two new forms! This fan favorite setup experience is more than a decade after it was first created, with two new Scarred Lands Player Guides. Pathfinder Roleplaying Game and 5th Edition Compatible edition have many of the same installation
materials, but everything from layout to rules has been adapted for its respective games. Both versions will have more than 300 pages in colorful hardcover. Brought to you by Onyx Path Publishing in partnership with Nocturnal Media, the publishing house of King Arthur Pendragon
RPG.,price:45.0,international_fee:0.0.image_url: master_id SLPG_Cover_AaronRiley_large option_2_name option_1_name:limit_per_backer option_3_name:limit_per_backer:limit_per_backer:formatted_price:extra_shipping_fees formatted_price:truncated_description the imaginable, role-
playing Scarred lands set back in more than one, I don't think more »,thumb_url: large_thumb_url: requires_address:true,grouped_shipping_fees:[],category_name:,backer_love_count_phrase:3 Lands Player's Guide Pre-
order,extra_id:45737,master:true,option_1_value:,option_2_value:,option_3_value:,hidden:false},variants:[{id:218365,price:45.0,name:Scarred Lands Player's Guide Pre-order,extra_id :45737,master:true,option_1_value:,option_2_value:,option_3_value:,hidden:false},
{id:218363,price:45.0,name:Scarred Lands Player's Guide Pre-order - SLPG Pathfinder,extra_id:45737 master :false,option_1_value:Pathfinder SLPG,option_2_value:,option_3_value:,hidden:false},{id:218364,price:45.0,name:Scarred Lands Player's Guide Pre-order - SLPG 5th
Edition,extra_id:45737,master:false,option_1_value:5th Edition Lands Player's Guide PDF,description:Born into the birth of 3e, the imaginable Scarred Lands role-playing set back in not one, but two new forms! This fan favorite setup experience is more than a decade after it was first



created, with two new Scarred Lands Player Guides. Pathfinder Roleplaying Game and 5th Edition Compatible edition have many of the same installation materials, but everything from layout to rules has been adapted for its respective games. Both versions will have over 300 colorful
pages. Brought to you by Onyx Path Publishing in partnership with Nocturnal Media, the publishing house of King Arthur Pendragon RPG.,price:18.0,international_fee:0.0.image_url:
master_id:218371.option_1_name:option_2_name:option_3_name:limit_per_backer:null,extra_shipping_fees:[],formatted_price:$18,000,truncated_description:Born at the advent of 3e, the Scarred Lands role-playing fantasy set back in not just one,... more »,thumb_url: large_thumb_url:
requires_address:false,grouped_shipping_fees:[],category_name:,backer_love_count_phrase:27 like
it!,display_retail_price.:null,retail_price:null,featured:false,stretch_goal_target:null,stretch_goal_progress:null,backer_love_count:27,line_items_ordered_count:28,met_stretch_goal:false,master_variant:{id:218371,price:18.0,name:Scarred Lands Player's Guide
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Edition,extra_id:45739,master:false,option_1_value:5th Edition SLPG Rose here, with an update from Eddy! --- Eddy Hello Good, and great cat! So much to cover, so let's come up with it! MONARCHIES OF MAU KICKSTARTER In case you've missed it, Mau Kickstarter is alive! We funded
it in just one hour, which was amazing. At the time I'm writing this, we're over $91,000, and we're still nine days to go! And just like with this Kickstarter, once you come back, you have access to PDF Access early in the first support update. So if you haven't yet backed it, you can go check it
out right here: PUGMIRE KICKSTARTER To the printer! I made some last minute proofing with Mike Chaney, we both had some final fixes, and now it really happens! Books, dice, cards, pins and screens are all printed, which will then be shipped to our distribution warehouse. From there,
everything will be compiled, and they will start mailing everything out! When Kickstarter launched, we anticipated that we would start shipping in August 2017 and so far we seem to be on track for that day. Fiction Anthology and Pan's Guide Writers are rewriting their stories (in fact, I've
finished rewriting my one some time ago). Pan's Guide is still on my desk to look at, unfortunately -- there's a lot going on, and unfortunately that's been delayed longer than I hoped. But I'm planning to dive back into that as soon as I finish writing this update! Earplay and Audio Drama Non-
Interactive Audio Films are written, and off for a group to produce. They're sampling me so we can dial in the right voice for the project, and then they'll start creating funny voices in front of the microphone. For Earplay, I listened to the latest batch of files, and sent out the last set of edits. I
also worked with Earplay to make an interactive teaser for Pugmire. Think of it like a trailer for a movie, only you can make a few choices as well. It's a short experience, and you'll be able to check it out for yourself very soon! AND MORE As I mentioned last month, I am now deep in the
process of moving to Ireland. My wife was there while I was still in Atlanta wrapping up the last thing and getting Prince Murray Pug ready for his Irish adventure. We both get on our respective flights on the 15th, so it's just a few days away! As we wrap up everything for this Kickstarter, the
move will mark a good transition to start thinking through everything for Mau's monarchy (and maybe beyond!) RichT here: Just want you to know that the monarchy of Mau Kickstarter is now living here: Join us for more fun in the world of Pugmire! Hi, Rose here, with an update from Eddy! -
--, nobledogs! I have some more updates, but first a quick bit of re-organization. As a second Kickstarter crosses the horizon (more on that below!), I feel it is best to divide this update Operation Kickstarter. That way, Rose can easily post this information on campaigns and everyone is
notified (some of you many times!) PUGMIRE KICKSTARTER Pugmire Core Rulebook We are getting specifications from the printer, and tweaking things like the final cover. Interesting! (In a very technical and production-oriented way.) Related Stuff Dice, cards, and screens are all proofed
and off to their respective printers! Last month, a supporter asked about the condition of the wooden boxes. I admit I wasn't watching that, but Rich was on the ball. He told me that they are all done and ready to be shipped once the rest of the items are printed. Fiction Anthology Jim is
sending notes out to the authors now, so they should be diving into their second draft. Pan's Guide Revisions are in! Matthew overcame his development (where he combines versions, tweaks text a bit, and often makes the whole thing more seamless). Right now it's on my desk to look at,
and then we move into the next stage and more extraordinary of things. Earplay We are at the home stretch! I have the second pass of audio editing on my desk to look at as well. We are also working technology to get it into your ears. The odds are that you will be listening and playing in
the near future! MONARCHIES OF MAU KICKSTARTER We are getting close to the launch! I don't have an exact date, but right now it looks like later this month. We'll definitely post an update here when we're ready to launch, so all of you good dogs can be smart cats and jump right into
it! Monarchies of Mau Early Access Final art is trickling in, and now we're discussing the visual direction of the book to strike the right balance of finding LIKE Pugmire without being identical to Pugmire. We definitely want these books to feel like companions, but cats have their own style.
AND MORE Things are incredibly busy for Pugsteady (i.e., me) these days. On top of all the great pugmire/mau tools and my additional advice and contract work, my family and I are in the process of moving abroad! If all goes according to plan, once Kickstarter Mau is over I should be
living in Dublin, Ireland. This has been in the works for several months now, so the change shouldn't affect the Pugmire train TOO much, but there's a chance things could be a bit busy for the next few months. So for all your patience and enthusiasm, all I can say is Go raibh maith agaibh!
Hey, Rose. ^_^ we've received a few messages about the problem of getting a Pugmire PDF in your DriveThruRPG.com library. To clarify: if you haven't followed Coupon links that we sent you on February 8, PDF will not appear in your library. According to the link that will now take you to
the final version of the book. If you have followed the previous link, and have downloaded Pugmire, then you can go to your library page to get the final version. I hope that deletes everything Hey, Rose. ^_^ Pugmire PDF is finally available to supporters from DriveThruRPG.com! Sign in and
go to your library to download the updated file. Enjoy! Enjoy!
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